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Over the years I have encountered and debated (if that's the word) Holocaust deniers online on many occasions. As with debating many types of fanatics, this was never an exercise in trying to convince the denier that they were wrong, since they are usually motivated by racial hatred rather than reason in the first place. These debates were more a way of showing those who might be inclined to think the neo-Nazi may have a point that they definitely don't. 

As such, I've looked for a smack-down argument that works every time - something that immediately forces the neo-Nazi to respond with counter-arguments so absurd that it becomes instantly clear how ludicrous their position truly is.

With some deniers, this is more tricky than it might seem at first. They can be highly skilled at finding ways to dismiss the testimony of survivors - "Of course he's lying - he's a Jew wanting to perpetuate the myth", or "This minor detail is wrong so her whole testimony is tainted" or "How could he say millions died - did he personally witness millions of people being killed?" and so on.  Arguments about the evidence that shows millions of European Jews disappeared from the face of the earth between 1933 and 1945 similarly get bogged down in debates over numbers, quibbles about sources of statistics and counter-arguments about millions of other civilians who died due to disease and the effects of war in the same period. These arguments can be made, but they are not as effective as a killer blow to neo-Nazi lies as another argument, namely:

No Nazi was ever a Holocaust denier.

This one, simple fact shows that everything the modern deniers try to claim is a post hoc contrivance. From 1945 onwards, thousands of Nazis were captured and hundreds tried for their part in the Holocaust and other crimes against humanity. They tried to pretend they were someone else, they tried to pretend they didn't know what was happening, they tried to pretend they didn't have as much to do with it as others, they tried to claim they were just following orders and they tried to justify it as "the kind of thing that happens in war".  But what not one of them ever did was deny it happened.

Even men on trial for their lives, in the full knowledge they would be hanged if convicted, never stood up in the courtroom and shouted "This is all a lie! This is a fabrication!  There were no gas chambers and no crematoria! I'm being framed!" On the contrary, they gave great detail as to precisely how they had helped build and helped run the mechanics of mass murder, some of them even seeming proud of how they had achieved something so complex and on such a vast scale.

Rudolf Höss

A classic example of the kind of Nazi who was not a Holocaust denier when, if the deniers are correct, he should have been was Rudolf Höss. SS-Obersturmbannführer Höss was commandant of Auschwitz-Birkenau from May 1940 to November 1943. According to Höss' own testimony and later memoirs, he was summoned to Berlin in June 1941 where he received "personal orders" from Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler to turn Auschwitz-Birkenau into a large scale extermination camp, modelled on the facility already operating at Treblinka. Höss detailed later how he visited Treblinka and then, by September 1941, had established similar gas chambers and crematoria in Auschwitz.

From then on, according to his detailed testimony, Höss oversaw the arrival of two to three trains a day of up to 2000 people, from whom the stronger were selected for one of the Auschwitz work camps and the rest were gassed and burned. He detailed how he made his gas chambers capable of murdering ten times as many people as the ones at Treblinka and detailed other "improvements" to the killing process:

    "Still another improvement we made over Treblinka was that at Treblinka the victims almost always knew that they were to be exterminated and at Auschwitz we endeavored to fool the victims into thinking that they were to go through a delousing process. Of course, frequently they realized our true intentions and we sometimes had riots and difficulties due to that fact. Very frequently women would hide their children under the clothes but of course when we found them we would send the children in to be exterminated." (Höss' affidavit for his Nuremberg trial )


As the Nazi regime crumbled, Höss and his family fled back to Germany and he was captured by British troops in May 1946, disguised as a farmer and claiming to be called Franz Lang. The British troops had been tipped off that he was the commandant of Auschwitz (several of them happened to be Jewish) and beat him until he admitted his real identity. From that point on he co-operated with the Allied authorities fully.

Höss' testimony throughout his trial was matter-of-fact and precise. Despite being on trial for his life, he was not agitated and seemed resigned to his fate - a psychologist described him as "apathetic" and investigators commented on how co-operative he was with them. In his testimony and in the memoir he was allowed to write while in prison, Höss was absolutely straightforward about what he had done:

    I commanded Auschwitz until 1 December 1943, and estimate that at least 2,500,000 victims were executed and exterminated there by gassing and burning, and at least another half million succumbed to starvation and disease, making a total dead of about 3,000,000. This figure represents  about 70% or 80% of all persons sent to Auschwitz as prisoners, the  remainder having been selected and used for slave labor in the  concentration camp industries.(Höss' affidavit for his Nuremberg trial)



He later expressed regret for his crimes, but like most Nazi war criminals justified them by saying they were actions taken in war time, that the victims were seen as enemies of the state and that he was "only following orders". He was executed by being hanged on a gallows specially constructed next to the main crematorium at Auschwitz on April 16 1947.

Anyone trying to claim that the Holocaust never happened, that the numbers of Jews killed have been exaggerated, that eye witnesses lied or can't have seen what they claim and that there were no gas chambers, no massive crematoria and no systematic mass murder of millions of men, women and children in death factories like Auschwitz need to explain the calm, detailed and co-operative testimony of Rudolf Höss and hundreds like him. They need to explain why he never objected that he was being framed, that there were no gas chambers and that these charges were all a lie. They need to explain why he detailed what he did with what was almost pride at the scale of his operation and did so in a way that is corroborated by thousands of other eye-witnesses (Nazis, prisoners and Soviet soldiers), as well as photographs, documents and a mass of other evidence.

In other words, they need to explain why Rudolf Höss, of all people, wasn't a Holocaust denier and why NONE of the Nazis involved in these crimes EVER denied they happened. They need to explain why even the Nazis themselves disagree with Holocaust denial.

They can't, which exposes all their other quibbles, distortions, twisting of words, denials and fabrications as the evil and pathetic lies they are.

EDIT: After over 1000 upvotes and 40+ comments, there are a couple of further points I think are worth making.

(i) Several people, both in the comments and in other answers have leapt on the fact that Höss was beaten when he was first arrested and, to varying degrees, tried to argue this somehow invalidates his entire testimony. This is the standard way that Deniers brush aside all of Höss' evidence and a few of those using it here have the stench of Denier around their comments.

Others, however, simply don't seem to have thought their comments through. When Höss was captured his captors already knew who he was. His wife also confirmed it, but he continued to maintain he was a farmer called Lang (knowing that admitting to being Rudolf Höss was tantamount to a death sentence). This was when some of his captors beat him up until he admitted who he was.

But no-one then continued to beat him up for the next YEAR, during which he willingly signed affidavits about what he'd done, testified at length at Nuremberg and even wrote a detailed memoir detailing his life, making excuses for his actions and explaining what he did at Auschwitz in detail. On the contrary, he expressed surprise at how well he was treated.

So to pretend all of his months and months of detailed testimony were somehow precipitated by one beating when he was captured and that he went to the gallows sticking to a story that was, somehow, an elaborate lie is clearly absurd. It's made doubly absurd by the fact that everything he said was confirmed by vast documentation, by multiple eye-witnesses including other Nazis of varying rank, by photographs and by archaeology. It takes a special kind of stupidity to argue this one beating means we can ignore all of Höss' evidence and he is just ONE of the hundreds of Nazis who detailed what happened. Again, not a single Nazi ever questioned, and thousands of them were, ever denied the Holocaust.

(ii). Several other answers note people they know who survived the Holocaust or who liberated concentration camps like Belsen and argue this is proof the Holocaust happened. The question is asking for a knockout punch against Deniers and, unfortunately, that evidence doesn't bother them much. They don't deny there were concentration camps, work camps, ghettos, mass deportations, mass shootings or even deaths into the hundreds of thousands from hunger and disease. They deny, however, that there was any order to exterminate millions, any organised program of systematic mass killing, any extermination camps, any gas chambers and any death toll in the multiple millions. So a grandmother with a camp tattoo or a great uncle who saw Buchenwald doesn't convince them.

This is why cutting through all their crap and confronting them with the fact that, without exception, every Nazi tried or questioned over the matter fully agreed it all happened leaves them with nowhere to go.  All they can do is fall back on idiotic arguments like the one above about Höss' being roughed up, which simply exposes their position as the utter irrational stupidity it is.
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Henry Orhug
In reply to Tim O'Neill's brilliant idea ...

I'm so very sorry Tim and condolences to your willing believers in the comments, you are, I'm afraid, utterly mistaken.

When you think about it, your statement:

No Nazi was ever a Holocaust denier.

Is a very bold statement to make.

Making such a statement would require a deep understanding and intimate knowledge of, each and every testimony given by each and every "Nazi" who was ever questioned.

Notwithstanding the confusing terminology of "Nazi".

Do you mean fully paid up members of the
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei - NSDAP ?

Or, is Nazi simply meant to refer to any and all German military personnel who have provided testimony ?

There are plenty of examples of German defendants at Nuremburg for example, who completely denied all knowledge of the alleged systematic murder of human beings in homicidal gas chambers.

You would be well advised to research them Tim.

Your further addition here:

"This  is why cutting through all their crap and confronting them with the  fact that, without exception, every Nazi tried or questioned over the  matter fully agreed it all happened leaves them with nowhere to go.  All  they can do is fall back on idiotic arguments like the one above about  Höss' being roughed up, which simply exposes their position as the utter  irrational stupidity it is."

Exposes your lack of familiarity with the subject matter I'm afraid.

In my opinion, in all matters such as this, one has to be very familiar with the details, or, run the risk of contradiction.

But, the one advantage of making mistakes is to learn from them and not repeat them again I suppose.

By the way, the torture of Hoess was described in the book, Legions of Death (1983) by Rupert Butler.

A constructive challenge to you, to facilitate further learning on your part would be to compile a list of the statements from all of the accused at Nuremberg, who freely admitted, in their first statements, knowledge of, for example, the alleged homicidal gas chambers or the systematic extermination of millions of human beings.

It is a fact that many recanted their initial statements which then raises the debate as to why they did.

But it is also a fact that none to my knowledge freely admitted in their first statements, any knowledge of the gas chambers.

I remain open to correction of course, as I trust you are too.

Kind regards

Henry Orhug

Tim O'Neill
A very stupid comment - not to mention overly wordy, pompous and laughably condescending.  Any idiot can see that here is a difference between denying any knowledge that it happened and denying that it happened at all.  Plenty of Nazis did the former (eg Speer).  No Nazi did the latter.  And that's the point.  You seem to have missed it.

And I don't need any Denier coming here and telling me Hoess' torture happened as though I somehow said it didn't.  Yes, he was tortured.  Why?  Becuase he tried to pretend he wasn't Rudolf Hoess.  Now, why would be do that?  And the fact remains that the tortutre he received when he was captured does NOT explain his detailed testimony for the next year and a half.

If you can't make sense then don't comment at all.

  UpvoteDownvote • Share • Report • 1h ago

Henry Orhug
Hello Tim and thanks for the prompt, if slightly insulting reply, which, in any civil conversation is generally regarded as being unhelpful.

By the way, I count 1752 words in your post and only 411 in mine.  So, maybe it's not me who is guilty of being "over wordy".  I'm sorry if you find my writing style "pompous", I'll try and rectify that.   "Laughably condescending" is something that I did not intend either, so once again, my apologies for making you feel that way.

Nonetheless, the onus is on you to provide some reasonable substantiation for your rather bold statement thus:

No Nazi was ever a Holocaust denier.

After all, you have delivered this as a foolproof strategy to combat "Holocaust Denial".   Have you not?


I attempted to provide an idea whereby you might be able to find a route through to providing the required evidential support for your strategy.

It may not have been the best idea, but I don't know how else I can help you.

You have made the claim and as far as I can see, so far, you seem unable or unwilling to back it up.


I really do not understand this statement:

"Any idiot can see that here is a difference between denying any knowledge that it happened and denying that it happened at all.  Plenty of Nazis did the former (eg Speer).  No Nazi did the latter.  And that's the point.  You seem to have missed it."

Can you help me please ?

Surely, from all your years debating holocaust deniers, the required, supporting evidence for your assertion should be at your fingertips.

If not then your audience may have reason to doubt that your strategy would prove to be effective.

Would you like me to provide you with specific examples of defendants that denied all knowledge ?

Kind regards

Henry Orhug

  Share • Report • 1h ago

Tim O'Neill
"I really do not understand this statement"

Why not?  It's perfectly clear.  Speer didn't deny that the Holocaust happened, he just denied knowing about it, or at least knowing it was as bad as it was.  So did others.  But the point of my argument, which you're pretending to have missed, is that none of the people who were accused of ordering or organising the gassing or mass execution of Jews denied it happened.  None of those in a position to know of and be involved in the mass execution of Jews, including the mass gassings denied it happened.

And this makes no sense if, somehow, the Deniers are correct.  Therefore they aren't.

So stop trying to misrepresent my argument by nitpicking at the shorthand statement of it and deal with what I've actually said.  And you might want to do better than your use of the usual weak Denier tactic of trying to dismiss Hoess' year and a half of testimony with a reference to how he was beaten up when captured.

PS Your Quora profile is very thin and only seems to have two answers on one topic - this one.  And the internet seems to know nothing about anyone called "Harry Orhug".  I smell troll.

  UpvoteDownvote • Share • Report • 43m ago

Henry Orhug
Hello Tim

Thanks for your prompt if rather insulting reply.

I'm really not pretending to miss anything Tim.  I simply do not understand what you mean when you say this:

"Any idiot can see that here is a difference between denying any knowledge that it happened and denying that it happened at all.  Plenty of Nazis did the former (eg Speer).  No Nazi did the latter.  And that's the point.  You seem to have missed it."


You have used Albert Speer as an example to support this idea by further stating this:


"Speer didn't deny that the Holocaust happened, he just denied knowing  about it, or at least knowing it was as bad as it was.  So did others."

While you really do need to provide evidence for this, I will not challenge it, because I do not know if Speer didn't deny the Holocaust, which I'm assuming means he admitted that it happened ?

Have I got that right ?

If so, then this does help in my understanding of your premise.

If so, then, what you are proposing for your strategy to combat holocaust denial, rests on proving that every single Nazi as you put it, admitted the Holocaust ?

Is that the same as not denying it ?

If so, then you must prove that every single Nazi admitted it ?

Am I getting close here ?

Your original statement was:

No Nazi was ever a Holocaust denier.

So Speer, in your example, was never a Holocaust denier because he didn't deny it happened.

Correct?

The only way I can see for you to provide evidence of this negative is to show that Speer admitted it ?

Is that reasonable ?

If so, then you would have to repeat that exercise for every single Nazi, as you put it?

Is that correct ?

Is that even doable ?

By the way, I only joined this evening so maybe that qualifies me as being a "troll" I don't really know.

As for: And the internet seems to know nothing about anyone called "Harry Orhug"

That might be because my name is Henry. Although, it's by no means certain.

I must say you appear to be quite hostile.

It's lucky I have these broad shoulders I guess, because I would be rather put off debating with you otherwise.

Surely that's not your intention is it ?

Kind regards

Henry Orhug

  Share • Report • 32m ago

Tim O'Neill
Tim O'Neill
"Am I getting close here?"

No, not even remotely.  Either you're an idiot or you're trying to pretend I'm saying something I'm not.

Try this - find me a Nazi who was, like Hoess, accused of DIRECT involvement in mass gassings etc who said "I'm being framed.  This never happened. There was no such or Ingram.  The gas chambers never existed."  Whe n you can't, explain why not.

While you're at it, explain why "Henry Orhug" seems to be as invisible to the Internet as "Harry Orhug".  Make it good, because you're about to be reported as a troll and banned.

  UpvoteDownvote • Share • Report • 11m ago

Henry Orhug
Henry Orhug
Thanks Tim, not for the extra insults btw, but for the quick reply.

Well I could do just that Tim.

But, it is you who have provided your rather willing audience with a foolproof strategy to combat holocuast denial, thus:

No Nazi was ever a Holocaust denier.

So, in the normal scheme of things, it is for you to substantiate that claim.

Otherwise your audience may have good reason to doubt the effectiveness of the strategy and if that proves to be the case then your strategy might be no strategy at all, which, I'm guessing, would be rather disappointing for you and for your audience.

So, Tim, are you able to substantiate your assertion or not ?

Simple yes or now would suffice in the first instance.

Then, you will of course need to back it up.

So far, you provided but one example, Herr Speer, But, so far you have provided not one jot of evidence to support even that claim.

I am trying to understand:

a) What exactly you mean

and

b)  What evidence you have to support your claim.

I rather thought both were self evident from my posts.

Threatening me with being banned is quite a shock, when all I am trying to do is to ask you to support your claim Tim.

Is that really so difficult ?

Kind regards

Henry Orhug

  Share • Report • 2m ago

Tim O'Neill
"I am trying to understand:

a) What exactly you mean"

Denying KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT HAPPENED is not the same thing as DENYING IT HAPPENED AT ALL.  Try to get that through your head.  NO Nazi ever DENIED IT HAPPENED AT ALL.  None. 

And yet the people who SHOULD HAVE BEEN denying it happened at all were the people like Hoess, who were on trial for their lives for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING.  Despite this, NONE of the people who, like Hoess, were accused of DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING, denied it happened.  On the contrary, they admitted to it in detail and gave vast amounts of information about exactly what they did and how they did it.

This shows that the Deniers' claims are garbage.

Got it now, genius?

And you still haven't explained why "Harry Orhug" and "Henry Orhug" are invisble to the internet.  Using a fake name on Quora gets you banned.  What evidence do you have that you are not a troll using a fake name?  Make it good.

  UpvoteDownvote • Share • Report • 2m ago

Henry Orhug
Henry Orhug
Thanks Tim for your reply.

I am by no means a genius. 

This is the bit I'm having a problem with:

"Denying KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT HAPPENED is not the same thing as DENYING IT  HAPPENED AT ALL.  Try to get that through your head.  NO Nazi ever  DENIED IT HAPPENED AT ALL.  None.  "

I am trying to get that into mny head Tim, I honestly am.  I do apologise for not being able to readily understand the difference between the two statements.

Nonetheless, ignoring my cognitive troubles, perhaps the best way for you to prove that your strategy has any substance behind it, is to provide some evidence for it.

As I have reminded you repeatedly now, your "foolprof strategy" was proclaimed thus:

No Nazi was ever a Holocaust denier.

And as I have suggested repeatedly now, it is up to you to prove your statement.

Would you agree ?

You seem to be trying to get me to disprove it.

I'm rather more interested in you providing evidence to support your rather bold claim.

Surely you can understand that simple request?

So, once again Tim, can you provide any evidence to support your claim that:

No Nazi was ever a Holocaust denier.

Or not ?

Yes or no Tim?

If yes then you are naturally required to provide the evidence for your claim.

Otherwise, it might be viewed by some as just another unsubstantiated claim and not a very effective strategy.

Remember, that you have said "No Nazi" ...which, unless I am mistakenm would require you to provide evidence from every "Nazi" who, in your subsequent qualification:

"were on trial for their lives for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING."

So, that narrows it down a bit, which should make your requisite task, a lot less onerous.

I look forward to seeing the liniks to your evidence Tim.

Books, internet sources, anything really that could be considered, as, well, evidence, really.


Kind regards

Henry Orhug

  Share • Report • Just now

Tim O'Neill
"Remember, that you have said "No Nazi" ...which, unless I am mistaken  would require you to provide evidence from every "Nazi" who, in your  subsequent qualification:

"were on trial for their lives for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING."

So find me an example of one in that category who said "This never happened.  There was no mass killing.  This is all a lie.  I'm being framed."

I'll wait.

PS Since you've ignored my requests to explain why the internet seems to know nothing of any "Harry Orhug" or any "Henry Orhug", your profile has been reported to the Admins.  Have a lovely day.

  UpvoteDownvote • Share • Report • 4m ago

Henry Orhug
Henry Orhug
Thanks Tim.

I'm imagining us sitting across the table, face to face, as it were, and you've just stormed off in a huff.

So be it.

All I can conclude from our "debate" so far, is that you are, quite obviously unable to support your rather cryptic and confusing, double negative claim, with any evidence, whatsoever.

Pity really, for your audience seemed rather enthrallled with your "strategy" to combat holocaust denial.

All we are left with is this thread where you have been repeatedly asked to substatiate your rather bold claim, thus:

No Nazi was ever a Holocaust denier.

Which, if I'm not mistaken, has now changed somewhat into the much narrower claim, thus:

No Nazi who was on trial for their lives for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING, was ever a Holocaust denier.

Which, as the record shows is not what you originally said at all, now was it ?

Nonetheless, now that you have narrowed it down somewhat, you still seem unable to provide any supporting evidence for even that modified claim.  None whatsoever.  Despite my repeated, polite requests.

It seems that you are rather more concerned with who I am, rather than supporting your grand strategy.

Playing the man and not the ball Tim, is not the best way to prevail in any debate in my opinion.

All you can do is to adopt the alleged Mengele approach, click your mouse, and poof, I am null and void.

And thus, your problems are rsolved.

It really isn't up to me or anyone else to try and disprove any or all versions of your claim(s), no matter how or when they may evolve.

It really is up to you Tim.

Can you afford to ignore this challenge Tim ?

Kind regards

Henry Orhug

  Share • Report • 3m ago

Tim O'Neill
"Which, as the record shows is not what you originally said at all, now was it ?"

The record of my detailed answer above (topvoted by 2,300 + Quorans) shows that is exactly what I meant.  As anyone can see.  That you've had to resort to ignoring that and trying to strawman my argument based on a stupid interpretation of a shorthand statement shows how bankrupt you are.  Moving on ...

"you still seem unable to provide any supporting evidence for even that modified claim. "

I gave a good example to prove it - Rudolf HOess.  There are dozens of others.  All you need to do to disprove it is produce ONE Nazi who was on trial for their lives for direct implementation of the mass killing who denied that it ever took place.  The point is, if it never happened, you should be able to do this very easily.  After all, why would these men admit, in vast detail, to a program of mass gassings and shootings that never took place?

So, where is your example?  We'll wait.  Over to you.

  UpvoteDownvote • Share • Report • Just now

Henry Orhug
Henry Orhug
Tim

Your original claim was:

No Nazi was ever a Holocaust denier.

And your new claim is:

No Nazi who was on trial for their lives for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING, was ever a Holocaust denier.

So be it.

Just provide some evidence please.

I don't need to disprove anything Tim.

You need to provide evidence for this:

No Nazi who was on trial for their lives for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING, was ever a Holocaust denier.

That's not one Nazi as I understand it, but all Nazi's who were on trial for their lives for direct implementation of the mass killing.

Can you afford to ignore this challenge Tim?

Kind regards

Henry Horhug

  Share • Report • Just now

Tim O'Neill
"Your original claim was ..."

Stop being an idiot.  Anyone can say that my answer goes on to explain what I meant by that shorthand statement.  I clearly meant "No Nazi who was on trial for their lives for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING, was ever a Holocaust denier."  To pretend otherwise is pathetic.

And you have been challenged to provide an example that shows I'm wrong.  It makes no sense for you to ask me to detail every single Nazi who falls into this category and demonstrate that they didn't deny the Holocaust, when all you need to do to show I'm wrong is produce ONE example of one who DID.

Which you've failed to do.

Why is that "Harry/Henry Orhug" or whoever you are?  Oh yes, because I'm right.

You lose.

  UpvoteDownvote • Share • Report • 1m ago

Henry Orhug
Henry Orhug
Thanks for the continuing insults Tim.

I don't think I am an idiot, but you are, of course, entitled to your view.

You say:

"Anyone can say that my aqnswer goes on to explain what I meant by that  shorthand statement.  I meant "No Nazi who was on trial for their lives  for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING, was ever a Holocaust  denier."  To pretend otherwise is pathetic."

Well, I rather took your original statement to mean what it said:

No Nazi was ever a Holocaust denier.


I had no idea that what you actually meant was:

"No Nazi who was on trial for their lives  for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING, was ever a Holocaust  denier."

Perhaps I am pathetic for not realising that.

Nonethelss, you still need to provide evidence to suport your claim.

That's every Nazi who was on trial for their lives  for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING, ever denied the Holocaust.

The challenge still stands Tim.

Kind regards

Henry Orhug

  Share • Report • Just now

Tim O'Neill
" I rather took your original statement to mean what it said"

No you didn't.  Only a complete moron couild read my answer and not understand what I meant.  You pretended to interpret it that way in a ridiculous attempt at avoiding my actual argument - one that failed utterly about six comments ago.

"Nonetheless, you still need to provide evidence to support your claim."

Wrong.  I'm making a negative claim:

"No Nazi who was on trial for their lives  for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING, was ever a Holocaust  denier."

You can't prove a negative claim.  It's up to the person who denies it to disprove it by producing evidence it's wrong.  That person is you.  So, where is your example that disproves my negative claim?

Your move.  You've now running out of time.

  UpvoteDownvote • Share • Report • 8h ago

Henry Orhug
Henry Orhug
I am aware that your are required to proove a negative Tim, I pointed that oput several tedious posts ago.

And so will those among your audience, to whom you have delivered somewhat of a poisond chalice Tim.

Nonetheless Tim, it is you who has made the claim so it is you who is required to provide supporting evidence.

So, the world is waiting Tim.

What's the problem ?

Kind regards

Henry Orhug

  Share • Report • Just now

Henry Orhug
Wow that's some record Tim.

15 years and nobody has asked you to present any evidence to support your claim ?

That's incredible.

But, and here's the thing Tim, I am asking you to support your claim, with evidence.

So far you've provided not one jot.

So here's your chance Tim.

By the way. I don't do heroes, of any kind really.  Least of all any of those responsible for wars and death.

Hope that's clear so you can scrub yet another slanderous insult off your list.

I rather got the impression that you were a stickler for the rules here at Quora Tim?


Kind regards

Henry Orhug

Edit:

I do not seem to have a reply button to your post below Tim.  Most odd.

So here it is:

Where is your evidence Tim for Hoess and Eichmann?

Mentioning their names is not evidence now is it?

You say:

"And I've told you why asking me to detail every single Nazi who fell  into my category who didn't deny the Holocaust (ie all of them) is an  absurd request given how many of them there were, ..."

Well, it's not absurd, just very difficult.

Whihc reflects the nature of your claim, it is rather difficult to prove isn't it.

I do think that with some effort one could compile a list of all of those "Nazis who were on trial for their lives for DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MASS KILLING" - that's certainly doable.

Have you done it ?

Do you have the list Tim ?

15 years of using this strategy, one would expect you to at leats have this list at your fingertips.

So why don't you post that list so that we can see who all of your contenders are?

Then all you have to do is to trawl through all of their evidence, witness statements etc etc and post the bits where each of them "never deined the Holocaust".

Thta's the difficult bit as I see it.

Which probably explains why, in 15 years you appear not to have done it.

So, that's quite a strategy you have there Tim.

Folk reading this may be forgiven for getting the impression that you cannot support your claim at all.

You have been given ample opportunity Tim, indeed, by your own admission you've been at this for 15 years so, it is reasonble to expect you to have some well rehearsed, "foolproof" evidence to back up your claim.

This thread leaves me no alternative but to conclude that you simply either cannot or will not provide that evidence.

Which renders your "foolproof" stratgey rather foolhardy in my opinion and leaves your clearly impressed audience with all those upvotes, rather in the lurch as it were.

Which is a shame Tim really.

Making such bold statements on your own behalf is one thing, but encouraging your young audience to promote that claim without first demonstrating to them how to do that is rather irresponsible.

You appear to have gone off in a huff again Tim.

That's unfortunate, for you had the opportunity to make a worldwide name for yourself.

You could have solved the rather irritating problem of Holocaust Denial once and for all.

The possibility is still open to you Tim.

Question is, are you able to meet the challenge or not ?

If not then the usual way of these things is to concede that you are unable to provide evidence to support statement and modify it, or disclaim it altogether.

You seem to want to have your cake and eat it Tim.

Which, of coure is your prerogative.

By the way, I do not see these things as a win or lose issue.  I simply see these debates as a way of furthering understanding.

Which is what dialogue should be about surely.

Kind regards


Henry Orhug
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Tim O'Neill
Tim O'Neill
"15 years and nobody has asked you to present any evidence to support your claim ?"

I gave you evidence, "Henry" - I gave you Hoess and I gave you Eichmann.  Then I challenged you to explain why they would detail mass murders that they didn't commit and a killing program that never happened.  Jewish mind control rays?  You've never explained this.

And I've told you why asking me to detail every single Nazi who fell into my category who didn't deny the Holocaust (ie all of them) is an absurd request given how many of them there were, when all you need to do to disprove my claim is produce ONE who did.  But you've failed there too.

You've failed to meet either of these challenges.  You've failed to explain away the examples I have provided to you and you've failed to produce the ONE such Nazi who disproves my claim.

In other words, you've failed.

Deniers tend to fall into two categories:

(i) The Morons - who are too stupid to understand the evidence especially since it doesn't fit with their thuggish ideology and racial bigotry.

(ii) The Slimeballs - They are smarter than the moron thugs and know the Holocaust did happen.  But they also know it's bad for PR and recruiting for their ideology.  So they pretend Denier arguments like "Hoess was tortured" make sense and then play word games to try to be seen to be getting around difficult counter arguments (all they have to do is fool the Morons after all)

I suspect you fall into category (ii).

Either way, I'm bored with your stupid word games.  You've failed to meet either of my challenges and this means you've failed.  You lose.  Goodbye.
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